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1. Membrane proteins are notoriously difficult to work with. 
2. Most likely GltS and CitS have similar structure and analogical 
mechanism of transport. 
3. Both GltS and CitS are dimers, indicating the 3D structure of both 
proteins did not diverge as extensively as their sequence. 
4. GltS is remarkably impervious to even very extensive 
mutagenesis. 
5. Binding of sodium causes more noticeable conformational changes 
in GltS structure than binding of glutamate. 
6. Knowledge of similarities in structure and function between 
membrane transporters may help to design new medicines – in the 
future. 
7. Claims must be proven, not just asserted.  
8. I might be inclined to think that: 

                                                 
1 as defined by Richard Dawkins in “The God Delusion” (2006), page 51. 
2 inspired by Pierre-Simon Laplace: letters to Napoleon Bonaparte. 
3 after René Descartes: “Discours de la méthode” (1637). 
4 inspired by Daniel Dennett: “Freedom Evolves” (2003). 
5 inspired by Sam Harris: “The Moral Landscape” (2010) 
6 as defined by Christopher Hitchens “god is not Great: How Religion Poisons Everything” (2007). 

god1  is another useless hypothesis2 

life  is a particular form of matter in motion3 
morality is a basic social instinct4 

good and evil is 
an emotional label attached to events or objects, evaluating 
their capacity to produce pleasure or pain respectively4 

free will is an ill-defined concept of religious nature5 
religion6  is “knowledge” from before the human kind knew anything 


